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Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

When circumstances change, new opportunities become available. Whether you see or don’t see the new opportunities, and how you use or avoid using the new opportunities, depends on your conscious and unconscious purposes.

What is your purpose?
To make more profit?
To survive?
To exit current systems by building and entering new systems?
To grow up and activate your true-service calling?
Trying something new requires changes in your inner worlds. This means that using a new opportunity won’t happen without going through Liquid States.

Liquid states in your physical, intellectual, emotional, energetic, or archetypal bodies tend to be uncomfortable – even if they are ecstatic.

The wisdom for wisely navigating your liquid states comes from your Team. Where is your support Team? And how can you connect with your Team without being physically present with them?

The Possibility Management Trainers have been wrestling with exactly these questions in recent weeks. We thought you might be too.

How can we work together? How can we connect?

The Possibility Management Trainers want you to know that we are here for you. In our recent conference call, what we most-intensely shared about was our concern for your well-being. How are you feeling? What are you going through?

You are a member of the Possibility Management global community and we are with you in this radical global-change process. We have so much to offer as conscious feelings, clarity, possibility, and love… even by video calls.

We are here to facilitate difficult communications, hold space for deep emotions, and co-create ways for you to handle whatever it is you need to handle right now. Also for groups. You are not alone.

The unexpected time and space you may have now is perfect for unfolding your next steps, shifting into your true calling, or catching up with yourself, none of which are guaranteed to be comfortable. You do not need to go it alone.

We encourage you to step across the many welcome mats being placed by Possibility Managers at http://possibilitywhyrus.mystrikingly.com.

See if you can get into one of the Online Possibility Teams being offered in many time zones around the world, listed at http://possibilityteam.mystrikingly.com/#online-pteams
We invite you to connect up with us as allies in this changed world to seriously face into concrete every-day-life questions that require concrete every-day-life practical answers. Questions like:

- How can I consciously deal with anger (domestic violence may increase when families come together for a longer period of time)? How can I put anger to practical use (mine and others)? How can I direct anger into useful outcomes?

- How can I consciously make use of unexpected waves of fear and panic attacks?

- How can I stay present and not freak out, for example, with my kids at home 24/7? What do the children really need now?

- What is boredom and how can I transform it into something less crazy making?

- How can I still feel attracted in my partner if we see each other every day for the whole day?

- What the fuck is the meaning of this virus? Why now?

- How to ‘really’ connect when I cannot touch anyone over the computer screen?

- How can I fulfill my ‘longings’ for intimacies?

Where the conversation and the transformation begins… is with your questions. Please bring them to us and let’s go through the doorways they offer together.

In community,
ONLINE POSSIBILITY CAFÉ TODAY:

On Friday 27 March (‘today’) at 16:00 Germany time GMT+1, you can join others in a Zoom-Room for an Online Possibility Café! Spaceholders are Michael Pörtner and Michaela Kaiser. Bring your own hot beverage and snacks and settle down in a comfy place with your screen. There will be chances to bunch up in smaller groups, and also to meet in pairs for more personal exchanges.

Here is where to register to receive the password for the call login: https://www.moeglichkeitenraum.de/veranstaltungen/569-moeglichkeiten-cafe-27-03 (Page down to click on the ‘ANMELDUNG’ button. The registration form is in German... That is why they invented Google Translate...)

Here is the Zoom link: https://us04web.zoom.us/j/106335850?

See you at the Possibility Café!

Is everything going to be okay? from Seth Godin

That depends.

If we mean, “Is everything going to be the way it was and the way I expected it to be?” then the answer is no. The answer to that question is always no. It always has been no.

If we mean, “Is everything going to be the way it is going to be?” then the answer is yes. Of course. If we define whatever happens as okay, then everything will be okay.
Given that everything is going to be the way it’s going to be, we’re left with an actually useful and productive question instead: “What are you going to do about it?”

**RITUAL FILM UPDATE:**

From the filmmaker, Marietta Schürholz: “If we don’t initiate ourselves into a bigger version of what we are really meant to be, our unconscious forces will destroy human life on earth.”

*Ritual* is a poetic and inspiring documentary film about transformation and the realities we can step into during the process of creating them. The film features Clinton Callahan, Charles Eisenstein, Brother David Steindl-Rast, Sobonfu Somé and others.

Watch the trailer and support the project!

[www.ritual-film.com](http://www.ritual-film.com)
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